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Anti-Corruption Policy 

Introduction 

Thai Beverage Public Company Limited and its subsidiary companies (“ThaiBev”) conduct its 
business with fairness, and commit to “Business Ethics of Thai Beverage Group” and uphold 
the best interests of its stakeholders in its business activities in Thailand and overseas. The 
Anti-Corruption Policy (“Policy”) plays a key role to guide the decisions and actions to prevent 
corruptions and serve as the guidelines to perform ThaiBev’s business and strengthen future 
sustainability.   

Scope of the Policy 

The Policy applies to all ThaiBev’s directors (“Directors”), all ThaiBev’s executive officers 
(employee ranging from Assistant-Vice President level up to the President and CEO) and 
employees (“Employees”). The Policy is designed to support Directors and Employees in 
knowing what to do, or who to turn to, in case of doubt. Directors and Employees are 
responsible for maintaining the highest standards of business conduct. Any violation to the 
Policy may be deemed disciplinary misconduct, contractual infringement and a criminal 
offence, which could tarnish the reputation and status of ThaiBev. Directors and Employees 
are required to familiarise themselves and comply with the Policy, including any future updates 
that may be issued from time to time by ThaiBev. 

The Policy sets out clear intentions and guidelines as follows: 

1. Corruption means bribery to obtain improper benefits in business transactions or any 
fraudulent actions.   

2. Directors and Employees are prohibited from accepting any type of corruption both 
directly and indirectly, covering all businesses and all relevant functions in every country 
ThaiBev operates. 

3. Directors and Employees must avoid any course of action that is linked to any 
corruption.    

4. Monitoring and forming of effective system supporting anti-corruption actions are the 
accountability of President and CEO to report to the Chairman of the Board of Directors 
and the Audit Committee. 

5. Review of the Policy for possible updates to accord with business changes, regulations, 
standards, and laws are the accountability of President and CEO to report to the Board of 
Directors. 

6. President and CEO and executive officers are accountable for promoting the 
understanding of and compliance with the Policy. 

7. Directors and Employees shall be vigilant to any corruption related to ThaiBev. If 
Director(s) has concerns, Director(s) should consider report to the Chairman of Audit 
Committee. If Employee(s) has concerns, the Employee(s) has an obligation to notify 
such act to supervisors or responsible persons. 
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8. A person committing corruption is subject to a disciplinary action process. Once proven 
to satisfaction of the responsible committee, the breach will result in strict disciplinary 
actions consistent with ThaiBev’s rules regarding misconduct or violations. Conviction 
may be applied in case such act violates any applicable laws. 

9. All supervisors at all levels shall ensure that the Employees under their responsibilities 
have appropriate awareness of the Policy and shall monitor the implementation of 
relevant anti-corruption actions. 

The implementation of the Policy reinforces relevant guidelines and policies. 
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Human Rights Policy 

Introduction 

Thai Beverage Public Company Limited and its subsidiary companies (“ThaiBev”) takes pride in 
all employees. ThaiBev fully respects international human rights principles and international 
labour standards. ThaiBev operates well in compliance with the United Nations Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and the International Labour Organization’s Declaration on 
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.  

Scope of the Policy  

The human rights policy applies to all ThaiBev’s directors (“Directors”), all ThaiBev’s executive 
officers (employee ranging from Assistant-Vice President level up to the President and CEO) and 
employees (“Employees”). 

The human rights policy states ThaiBev’s positions as follow: 
 
1. Discrimination and harassment  

ThaiBev does not accept discrimination and harassment against the Directors and 
Employees for race, gender, colour, language, religion, political opinion, social origin, 
union affiliation, sexual orientation, age or other key characteristics. Employment-related 
decisions shall be based on relevant objectives and criteria. 

2. Forced labour and child labour 

ThaiBev prohibits forced labour. The use of prison labour or bonded labour is strictly 
forbidden. 

The Employees are free to withdraw from employment with reasonable notice. The 
Employees shall be allowed to move around freely and leave workplace when shift ends. 

ThaiBev prohibits any employment and exploitation of child labour in its workplaces and 
will not involve in or support such act. For clarity, ThaiBev may engage youngsters in 
apprenticeship programs for the purpose of talent development. 

3. Freedom of association 

ThaiBev respects the Employees’ rights to join or not join a labour union or other 
organisation of their choices and to bargain collectively in support of their mutual interests. 

4. Working hours 

ThaiBev respects the need for the Employees  to have a balance for work and personal life.  
The working hours and overtime shall comply with applicable wage/salary and benefits laws 
and regulations. Generally, the Employees shall be provided with at least one rest day during 
a week of work.   

5. Workplace safety and health 

ThaiBev cares for high standards of occupational health and safety. ThaiBev shall work 
hard to prevent accidents, injuries and work-related illnesses within its operations. ThaiBev 
commits to comply with health and safety laws and regulations and strive for higher 
standards.  
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ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING STATEMENT 
 
ThaiBev is anti-money laundering and any acts that would be against our Business Ethics of Thai 
Beverage Group; thus, we commit to conduct business lawfully and morally. To the best of our 
knowledge and capabilities, ThaiBev will refrain from entering into any transaction with risks to 
money laundering at all times. 
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Whistleblowing Policy 

Introduction 

Thai Beverage Public Company Limited and its subsidiary companies (“ThaiBev”) encourages 
all employees to report any well-founded suspicious wrongdoings as soon as practically 
possible. Suspected wrongdoings within ThaiBev will be taken seriously and employees will 
not be victimized or subject to any detriment if he/she raises legitimate concerns in good faith. 

Scope of the Policy 

The Whistleblowing Policy (“Policy”) applies to all ThaiBev’s directors (“Directors”), all 
ThaiBev’s executive officers (employee ranging from Assistant-Vice President level up to the 
President and CEO) and employees (“Employees”).  

1. Purpose 

1.1 The Policy provides a procedure to ensure that concerns about suspected 
wrongdoings within ThaiBev (“Whistleblowing”) are raised and handled timely 
and appropriately. It applies to Directors and Employees working at all levels of 
the organisation as identified in ThaiBev’s regulations regarding the classification 
of positions, wages and salaries, which currently consist of contracted Employees, 
daily Employees and monthly Employees. 

1.2 Employees are encouraged to report genuine concerns which he/she may have 
about suspected wrongdoings in accordance with the Policy, in the knowledge that 
his/her concerns will be taken seriously and investigated as deemed appropriate. 

ThaiBev will support him/her, provided that he/she raises genuine concerns in good 
faith, even if they turn out to be mistaken. Reasonable measures shall be taken to 
protect Directors and Employees from detriment, retribution or harassment from 
doing so. 

2. Definition of Whistleblowing 

Whistleblowing is the disclosure of information relating to wrongdoings or dangers at 
work.  This includes criminal activities and other unlawful conducts, failure to comply 
with regulatory requirements, financial irregularities and actions that are dangerous to the 
health and safety of people or to the environment. For example, insider dealing, bribery, 
and forgery would constitute wrongdoing. 

3. When to apply the Policy  

Directors and Employees shall proceed in accordance with the Policy if he/she has a 
genuine concern about past, current or future wrongdoings or dangers. It may not always 
be clear whether the conduct which concerns Employees amounts to wrongdoing and 
Employees will need to form his/her own judgment. ThaiBev encourages Employees to 
report Employees’ concerns when Employees are in doubt.  
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4. How to report a concern 

4.1 If Director(s) has concerns, Director(s) should consider report to the Chairman of 
Audit Committee.  

4.2 If Employees have concerns, Employees should consider the process set out below 
and report it through the recommended channel(s) in writing with Employees’ 
name and contact details.   

4.3 Employees should raise his/her concerns in writing with Employees’ 
supervisor/department/division/office head in the first instance. Employees’ 
supervisor/department/division/office head should assist Employees in finding a 
way of resolving the Employees’ concerns quickly and effectively, or he/she may 
refer the matter to the designated persons as stated in the clause 4.4. 

4.4 Where the matter is more serious, however, or Employees feel that Employees’ 
supervisor/department/division/office head has not addressed Employees’ 
concerns, or Employees prefer not to raise them with such persons for any reason, 
Emp loyees  shou ld  raise the concerns to the Off ice of President at 
“Whistleblowing@thaibev.com”.  The President and CEO will consider and take 
further necessary action and also report to the Chairman of the Board of Directors. 

ThaiBev may nominates different individuals as points of contact from time to 
time.  Any changes in points of contact will be notified to Employees. 

4.5 If ThaiBev decides that it is necessary and appropriate, a meeting may be arranged 
with Employees to discuss Employees’ concerns. In these circumstances, ThaiBev 
will prepare a written summary of Employees’ concerns and provide Employees 
with a copy after the meeting. Employees may bring a colleague to attend the 
meeting, but Employees’ colleague  must respect the confidentiality of Employees’ 
disclosure and any subsequent investigation. 

4.6 Any Directors and Employees who have any personal interest in the matter is 
obligated to declare it upon raising the concerns. 

5. Confidentiality 

ThaiBev encourages Employees to raise any genuine concerns openly under the Policy.  
However, ThaiBev will not respond to disclosures made anonymously, since it will make 
proper investigation difficult or even impossible, and may lead to groundless accusations. 
If Employees would like to raise Employees’ concerns confidentially, ThaiBev will take 
reasonable steps to keep Employees’ identity secret.  Disclosure of Employees’ identity 
may, however, become unavoidable in the case of an investigation by the government 
officials or court proceedings. 
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6. How ThaiBev will handle the matter 

6.1 Once the Director(s) has reported his/her concern under the clause 4.1, the 
Chairman of the Audit Committee will consider and take necessary action.  

6.2 Once Employees have reported his/her concern, the matter will be assessed to 
determine the proper action to be taken, which might include internal investigation 
or a referral for external investigation. Employees will be informed who is 
responsible for handling the matter, how the person can be contacted and whether 
any further assistance may be needed from Employees. Employees may, for 
example, be required to attend additional meetings in order to provide further 
information.   

6.3 ThaiBev may, where confidentiality allows, give Employees feedback on the 
matter, including the progress of the investigation and likely timescale, but 
ThaiBev is not obliged to do so. Nonetheless, in the case where confidentiality is 
of concern, it may hinder ThaiBev from providing Employees with any details of 
the investigation or disciplinary punishment which may be the result of the 
whistleblowing action. Employees must treat any feedbacks given to Employees 
about the investigation as entirely confidential. 

6.4 If it is considered more appropriate to deal with concerns of Employees as a 
grievance matter as stated in the “Employee Handbook of ThaiBev”, Employees 
will be informed accordingly. In this case, Employees’ concerns will be further 
submitted through the responsible departments or divisions or offices. 

6.5 If Employees are dissatisfied with the manner in which ThaiBev has dealt with any 
concerns Employees have reported, or with the outcome of an investigation, 
Employees may contact any other designated persons set out in the clause 4.4. The 
persons may carry out further investigations as deemed appropriate. 

7. Warning on misuse of the Policy and protection to the whistleblower 

7.1 Any complaint made which is later found false, or in bad faith, or with malicious 
intent, or in a careless manner, or for personal benefit is considered a serious 
violation.  Such action is considered gross misconduct which leads to disciplinary 
actions as stated in the topic of the disciplinary and penalties in the “Employee 
Handbook of ThaiBev”. 

7.2 ThaiBev will not tolerate harassment or victimisation of Employees raising a 
genuine concern under the Policy and any person involved in either threatening or 
retaliation against a whistleblower will be subject to disciplinary action(s). If 
Employees are harassed or victimised in any way, Employees are advised to inform 
the matter to the person responsible for the investigation of the matter so that 
appropriate actions may be taken. 
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8. External reporting mechanism 

The objective of this Policy is to determine an internal mechanism for submitting report, 
conducting an investigation and correcting any suspicious wrongdoings within ThaiBev’s 
workplaces. It is recognised, however, that there may be circumstances where Employees 
feel that Employees should properly report matters to external bodies, such as regulators 
or the police if he/she feels that his/her safety and health may be compromised or; if 
he/she is unable to discuss the matter internally with one of the designated persons named 
in the clauses 4.3 and/or 4.4 or; if such matter involves a serious crime.    

Whistleblowing concerns usually relate to the conduct of Employees. However, they 
sometimes involve actions committed by a third party, such as a customer, a supplier or 
a service provider to ThaiBev, Employees are strongly advised to first internally raise a 
concern in good faith to the one of the designated persons as per the clauses 4.3 and/or 
4.4. Nevertheless, after the Employees have raised their concerns if he/she still reasonably 
believes it relates mainly to an action of that third party and it is under responsibility of 
that third party as stipulated by law, may raise a concern in good faith with the related 
governing authorities. Unless required by the laws, Employees are advised to internally 
raise a concern in good faith, where he/she reasonably believes it relates mainly to an 
action of that third party and it is legally under responsibility of that third party. In case 
Employees are in doubt, Employees should contact one of the designated persons named 
in the clauses 4.3 and/or 4.4 for guidance in the first instance. 

Please note that it is inappropriate for Employees to go to the media with a concern about 
suspected wrongdoings. 

9. Seeking independent advice 

Any inquiries regarding the Policy, Employees may discuss them (without being required 
to make a formal report) with any of designated persons named in the clauses 4.3 and/or 
4.4. Employees can, of course, also seek advice from a lawyer of his/her own choice and 
expense. 

The implementation of the Policy reinforces relevant guidelines and policies.     
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Corporate Occupational Health and Safety Policy 

Introduction 

Thai Beverage Public Company Limited and its subsidiary companies (“ThaiBev”) is Thailand’s 
leading beverages and food producer and distributor. Also, it is one of the Asia’s largest producers. 
ThaiBev firmly believes that no other assets in ThaiBev is as important as the people contributing 
their works and effort to business results. With the belief ThaiBev genuinely cares for all 
employees,   the corporate occupational health and safety policy (“Policy”) states to support and 
develop a good quality of working life and it will lead ThaiBev to the stable and sustainable 
excellence. 

Scope of the Policy 

The Policy applies to all ThaiBev’s directors (“Directors”), all ThaiBev’s executive officers 
(employee ranging from Assistant-Vice President level up to the President and CEO) and 
employees (“Employees”) and all other persons who is/are working within ThaiBev’s workplace, 
all of which will be informed of this Policy before or upon entering into ThaiBev’s workplace. 

The Policy is produced to give the ThaiBev’s guidance for its best practices on healthy and safe 
working environment for the Directors, Employees and all other persons who is/are working 
within ThaiBev’s workplace. The Policy sets out clear intentions and guidelines as follows:  

1. Safety awareness 

ThaiBev raises awareness and consciousness of Directors and Employees’ health and safety 
by training and practices to ensure that  the Directors and Employees act according to the 
Policy.  

2. Agreeable 

ThaiBev adheres to comply with laws, regulations, and operational approach that relate to 
occupational health and safety as a basic standard.  

3. Follow up 

Directors and Employees follow up, and pay attention to the preventive measure of risk 
which may occur by accident, injury, and illness at work. This is to meet the target to reduce 
Lost –Time Injuries Frequency Rate (LTIFR) and Occupational Illness Frequency rate 
(OIFR). 

4. Engagement 

Directors and Employees are responsible for the successful implementation of the Policy.  It 
thus shall require firm commitment and collaboration of the Directors and Employees at all 
levels. 
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Supplier Code of Practice 

Introduction 

Thai Beverage Public Company Limited and its subsidiary companies (“ThaiBev”) commits 
to conduct an effective business under good governance as a foundation of sustainable growth 
and social acceptance. ThaiBev has established “Business Ethics of Thai Beverage Group” for 
all ThaiBev’s directors (“Directors”), all ThaiBev’s executive officers (employee ranging from 
Assistant-Vice President level up to the President and CEO) and employees (“Employees”)  in 
order to meet such commitment. In addition to this, ThaiBev strongly encourages that its 
suppliers adopt and adhere to the same practice, as it would be beneficial to, not only ThaiBev 
and its suppliers, but also its customers, local communities, society, and the environment in a 
wider range.  For this reason, ThaiBev has placed significant importance on its supplier’s 
capacity building, a key factor in its supply chain, by promoting sustainability development 
among its suppliers. 

The Supplier Code of Practice (“Code of Practice”) is based on the same ethical standard that 
ThaiBev adheres to. ThaiBev looks forward to its suppliers’ compliance with it as ThaiBev is 
certain that by following this guideline, ThaiBev will achieve strong, steady, and sustainable 
growth together, as well as create a better society and environment. 

Scope of the Code of Practice 

The requirements stated hereinafter shall apply to all of ThaiBev’s suppliers (“Suppliers”), 
which shall also include other business entities of Suppliers which have business transactions 
with ThaiBev, for instance, Suppliers’ parent company, affiliates, subsidiaries, and/or sub-
contractors. 

1. Business ethics 

Suppliers are expected to conduct their business in accordance with ethical business 
standards and applicable laws. 

1.1 Antitrust 

Suppliers shall not engage in any form of action that may prevent a fair and 
competitive business environment.  

1.2 Business gift 

Suppliers shall not offer, provide, demand, accept, or receive any form of bribery, 
excessive gifts, entertainments, or other activities having higher value than normal, 
which could influence ThaiBev’s and/or Suppliers’ business decisions under any 
circumstance. 

1.3 Confidentiality 

Suppliers shall not, in any manner, disclose or use any confidential information of 
ThaiBev for their own benefit or for any illegal purposes, unless prior written 
consent has been obtained. 
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1.4 Conflict of interest 

Suppliers shall avoid any circumstance that could lead to a conflict of interest with 
ThaiBev, and are requested to immediately notify ThaiBev should they encounter 
any such circumstance. 

1.5 Legal compliance 

Suppliers shall operate their business with the adherence to those local applicable 
laws and regulations. 

2. Environmental management 

The business operation with environmental responsibility is expected from all ThaiBev’s 
suppliers. 

2.1 Contamination 

Suppliers shall conduct their business in a cautious manner that prevents chemical 
contamination or leakage which may be harmful to humans and the ecosystem, and 
shall develop responsive measures to minimize the impact towards local 
communities and the environment from the aforementioned scenario. 

2.2 Management system 

Suppliers shall have in place environmental management systems in accordance 
with international standards or equivalent thereto. ThaiBev also expects Suppliers 
to perform environmental impact assessments. 

2.3 Resource consumption 

Suppliers shall develop policies or measures to optimize the consumption of 
available resources in their supply chain processes.  

2.4 Waste disposal 

Prior to discharge, disposal, or release, Suppliers shall manage and separate 
hazardous waste appropriately. 

3. Human rights 

Suppliers are expected to treat their employees equally, with respect and dignity, in 
accordance with International Labour Organization (ILO) standards and applicable 
labour laws. 

3.1 Child and compulsory labour 

Suppliers shall not engage in or support the use of child labour under minimum 
age. Furthermore, young worker shall not be assigned to tasks, workplaces and/or 
working hours prohibited by law, nor shall they be forced to provide labour in any 
manner. 
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3.2 Equality 

Suppliers shall treat their employees equally regardless of their physical or mental 
differences, such as, gender, nationality, race, belief, disability or any other means.  

3.3 Human capital development 

Suppliers shall ensure that their employees receive sufficient training hours with 
regards to their assigned role and responsibility. 

3.4 Layoffs practice 

Suppliers’ layoff measures shall be in line with applicable laws and regulations, 
and compensation shall be paid fairly to their employees in accordance with 
applicable labour laws. 

3.5 Wages and benefits 

Suppliers shall ensure that wages and benefits, including compensations and 
remunerations, are provided to their employees in accordance with applicable 
labour laws. 

3.6 Working hours 

Suppliers are prohibited from forcing their employees to work in excess of the 
maximum working hours regulated by labour laws. 

4. Occupational health and safety 

Suppliers are expected to procure and maintain proper workplaces and working 
environments which are safe and hygienic, in accordance with applicable laws. 

4.1 Working conditions 

Suppliers shall provide a safe and hygienic workplace and/or working 
environment, and shall ensure that sufficient and appropriate training and personal 
protective equipment are provided to their employees. Suppliers shall also develop 
mitigation plans for emergency situations to reduce potential losses and casualties, 
and shall strictly comply with applicable laws and regulations. 

4.2 Occupational injuries and illnesses 

Suppliers shall develop preventive and remedial measures to support their 
employees’ occupational injuries or illnesses. Records of such injuries or illnesses 
shall also be kept appropriately in accordance with applicable laws. 

5. The Code of Practice enforcement 

The Code of Practice is in addition to any related documents and/or any other agreements 
which Suppliers have entered into with ThaiBev. In the event of discrepancy between the 
Code of Practice and such documents and/or agreements, such documents and/or 
agreements shall prevail. 
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